
Becoming a  n Adult  

- Johannes Jonker&co 20-6-2021, a Plukrijp co-creation. Inspired by Carlos 
Castaneda, Robert Moore, Ram Dass, Gurdjieff, + more.

Work, Love, and Knowledge are the wellsprings of Life, and they
should also govern it. - Wilhelm Reich

Growing up, adults look / feel like giants to us. Just look at the size 
difference! We literally look up to them. This makes it so that we 
tend to respect, integrate, and assimilate THEIR values&opinions + 
often outdated social&emotional patterns. 

We “live” this as unwelcome oppression, and being powerless at the
time, these feelings continue through life as repressed 
memories/emotions veiled with a thin cover of resentful rage.
Modern western society has mastered the techniques of 
indoctrination + imposes long years of these dysfunctional lessons.

“After 20 years of schooling they put you on the day shift” – Bob 
Dylan

Here comes the practice of wiping away the effects of this brain-
washing, and working on the true washing of the brain, so that the 
light can finally shine through. How long are you going to keep 
yourself from feeling / spreading the radiance of your own light? 
Self-Love tells you: ‘No more waiting, now is the time.’

Congrats! You have taken the (preliminary) first step to becoming 
an adult: Taking a Path With Heart. Here is a humble systemic 
approach to give you a nudge / inspiration in the right direction. 
Good luck!

O  verview (Stairway to Heaven):  

→ Step One: Initiation
→ Step Two: Forgiveness
→ Step Three: Presence
→ Step Four: Ecstasy

https://www.carlos-castaneda.com/
https://www.carlos-castaneda.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGxjIBEZvx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGxjIBEZvx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2UENM8-EfM
https://robertmoore-phd.com/


First Step: Integration of Inner Child through Initiation

1) We need Humility

• In our bodies, we are Adults, but in our minds-hearts-bellies, 
we are children. So, There is work to be done and peace to be 
made w/ the inner child for them to become one

• We first clearly place the Intention
◦ preferably in the presence of non-family (objectivity is key), 

and in an environment where the daily pressures (money, 
survival, stress, etc) are less strong

• We then accept that our undertaking might require us to 
exercise Patience

• And finally accept that our triggers&emotions will inevitably 
come “UP”

2) What does the presence of a mature adult (called forth by 
intention) look like?

• He/she might be a teacher, a member of the extended family 
or even a randomly met stranger → You will know

• His/her function is to remind us of our intention
• From their more adult&broader field of experience, they can 

bring us inspiration
• We look to them to teach us discipline, to comfort us when we 

feel the task is beyond us&to encourage us on our road (tao) 



3) Key Symbols + Qualities of A Mature Adult

(find descriptions of each&add)
• King
• Warrior
• Magician
• Lover

Second Step : Work towards forgiveness (by elimination of
accumulated errors made while growing up

See it as a bank Account: Accumulation of debt in repressed 
emotions+ actions. With understanding and tools,&patient 
disciplined work on our emotions we strive to make the debt 
become a net total of 0. Money = Light. Less debt = More light 
shines through! And like with the bank, an exterior witness/coach 
helps us to not lose our clarity&gives us courage. In this step, it is 
the internalization of the teacher = You know when you’re falling 
into a trap + you know what to do! (See ‘Autobiography in five 
chapters, below)

1) Create a ‘’Manual of Me’ - Know thyself  - Help yourself 
understand yourself patiently but HONESTLY 



‘Autobiography in five chapters’
– Portia Nelson

1
I walk down the street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I fall in.

I am lost ... I am hopeless.
It isn't my fault.

It takes forever to find a way out.

2
I walk down the same street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I pretend I don't see it.

I fall in again.
I can't believe I'm in the same place.

But it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.

3
I walk down the same street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I see it is there.

I still fall in ... it’s a habit.
My eyes are open.
I know where I am.

It is my fault.
I get out immediately.

4
I walk down the same street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.
I walk around it.

5
I walk down another street.



2) It brings us freedom from the prison of ‘self’ (Moi je… )

• Identification of false inner - identities
• Deconstruction of false stories
• Awareness of games (Transactional Analysis)
• The Witness (Gur  dj  i  e  ff  /Ram Dass)

3) How to deal with Trauma?

• The “Feed your Demons” (Link to Video)
technique turns a dualistic (me versus ‘?’) blocked situation 
into healing with an ally

• One must honestly&courageously Identify the (one or many?) 
trauma(s)

• Gradually monitor the avalanche of covered-up 
feelings&memories as you “wade” into the deep waters instead
of “jumping” from above&(probably) drowning once more

• You are not the total result of your trauma, but it is still part of 
you (Gestalt)

• Trauma is not what happens to us but what happens inside of 
us as a result of what happens to us – Gabor Mate

• Road signs = having seen ones trauma’s, having 
observed/reflected on/shared ones behaviors, cycles, mind-
loops, etc., one can start putting up road signs. ‘Dead-end 
signs’ for roads traveled before and found to be unsatisfying. 
‘Stop signs’ for moments where a deep breath is advisable. 
‘Children crossing’ where trauma lies waiting. Or, on the 
positive side, directions to places you habitually avoid that are 
actually constructive and transcendent, restful and satisfying. 
Take a right turn at the sadness, share what’s going on inside 
you and stop at the moment of intimacy. At the meditation 
cushion, sit down and be. 

The human being is a collective, not singular (yet?). The signs 
provide coherent reflective thought on recurring situations at 
moments where the ‘I’ in charge is not capable of reason; 
communication between the many separated parts of oneself. 
They are stepping stones towards union of being.

https://drgabormate.com/
https://gestalttheory.com/persons/fritzperls/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEbJ_maF_fo
https://www.ramdass.org/
https://www.gurdjieff.org/
https://www.gurdjieff.org/
https://www.gurdjieff.org/
https://www.gurdjieff.org/
https://www.gurdjieff.org/
https://ericberne.com/


Each persons signs are different; no two cities are alike. 
Careful observation of the traffic is required to accurately 
regulate traffic.

4) We strive for a net Debt Total = 0

• Step by step, crisis by crisis, it brings us independence from 
errors learned in Systemically Dysfunctional Cultural 
Upbringing = ‘Faire la part des choses’ (See Raoul Vaneigm – 
Traité de savoir – vivre à l’usage des jeunes generations)

• Through the integration of the Inner Father + Mother we come 
to a place where we can really live conditional 
Love&unconditional Love in our (now, finally?) adult lives while
keeping the graceful inner child alive

• Daily practice in forgiveness of all those who are in our life, or 
were with total compassion)

• Diving deep into our unconscious we try to also give ourselves 
total forgiveness, since many of us still carry a feeling of guilt 
for “what went wrong” in our early years 

Third Step: Presence = Acceptance of what is + what really comes
to you

Techniques to bring value into your bank account.

1) Be Here Now

• Peace
• Truly do whatever you are doing
• Take Responsibility to Do No Harm
• Openness to welcome whatever comes up 

2) Awareness

• Use the Atlas vertebra: try for a 360° perception with&without 
focus

• What is coming in NOW? What is it telling you to do NOW?



• It brings us a more true understanding of ourselves&of our 
surroundings

• If  you take yourself seriously while keeping the inner beautiful 
child intact&accessible, this leads to respectability + self 
respect

3) Turn from a life of Quantity to one of Quality 

• Say what you mean + mean what you say
• Let minimalism, sobriety, frugality, simplicity become your 

guides through resilience&flexibility
• A true understanding of the 8 kinds of value can now manifest 

itself in your life (finally?)

Fourth Step : Ecstasy (Union)

Hallelujah, no need to consult the bank account anymore.

1) Adult Love =
Gestalt
‘I dedicate this to the benefit of myself, and to the benefit 

of all beings’

Another word for "Love" with a big “L” is "active presence in divine 
consciousness".

Love is a state of being.

To become love, we need first to recognize our true nature that is 
pure consciousness in action.

Nobody can grow beyond the concept they have of their true nature
(concept = highest level of consciousness that somebody can 
imagine). Therefore it is important to develop our state of 
consciousness.

Love arises as a result of a daily spiritual practice. Through 
contemplation, meditation, self-reflection we free ourselves more 
and more from our "stories" and projections. That allows us to 

https://gestalttheory.com/persons/fritzperls/


increase our capacity for open awareness in the present moment. 
We become able to connect through the heart to everything around 
us. We become the All and want to serve.

An awakened/loving person is not better than another in the sense 
of divinity but is better at service to others due to the quality of his 
awareness and his feeling of inner joy.

2) Jivan Mukti – Embodied Liberation
Quote from ‘The Recognition Sutras’

– Chistopher Wallis

Deep humility balanced with self-respect,
Softness balanced with steadiness,

Gentleness without passivity,
Loving intimacy with the ten-thousand things of everyday life :

These are the marks of a tantric yogi who has integrated his/her
realization.

This alone, is Jivan Mukti – Embodied Liberation

3) We reach a state of continuous gratitude
• See Kur  z  gesagt – An Antidote to Dissatisfaction  )

4) True Humor
• Mullah Nasrudin  
• Savor the ridiculous idiots we are&used to be

5) We now try to work in harmony with downwards Causation
• We are the flute on which God plays
• Allowing to be guided by the things that want to happen
• Grace of God

http://www.nasruddin.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPPPFqsECz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPPPFqsECz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPPPFqsECz0
https://hareesh.org/


6) Be On A Path With Heart
• Homo Aestheticus  
• We live in Harmony with what wants to manifest instead of 

vainly trying to impose the will of the “high chair tyrant”

The high chair tyrant is the shadow-side of our 
inner Divine Child, the integrated child-archetype in
the transcendent mature King archetype. The 
Divine Child is our right to existence, the 
knowledge of a well-cared for young child that 
there will always be enough and that their needs, 
thoughts, desires and emotions are understood, 
permitted and loved (although not always 
indulged).

The High Chair Tyrant shows up whenever a child perceives (true or
not) that their needs, etc. are not being respected and loved. In 
western society, most kids grow up in very emotionally, physically 
and intellectually unhealthy situations and thus we all carry around 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFa0X06hLOU


a big angry High Chair Tyrant (see road signs/personal manual), but
even in situations where children are raised in a relatively balanced 
manner, the High Chair Tyrant remains; it is not only the actual 
presence of threat that empowers this part of our psyche, it is our 
perception of events. For example, in an early memory of mine, my 
mother dropped a spoon with food intended for my mouth. I became
LIVID. There was no ill intent, but my perception of the situation 
created my internal state.

Like any shadow-side archetype, it fluctuates between it and its 
brother, the Weakling Prince. Inflation leads to deflation, yang 
becomes yin.

To give you an image of what the High Chair Tyrant entails, I’ll leave
you these words:
Rage, indignation, murder, breaking, die, screaming, looming doom,
unfair, MINE, 


